“HOW CAN YOU MAKE THE FIELD ‘GREENER’?” That was the question I was asked when I first came to the Norwood School in Bethesda, MD about their four bermuda-based multi-use athletic fields. The challenge for me was not if we could make them look “greener,” but convincing my superiors (who had no sports turf knowledge) that what was important was that they were safe for the many players who use them.

There was always grasses transitioning in and out, which prompted the question of “How can we make it all one color green?”
With the current economic situation and with widening budget cuts, sports turf managers are being asked to do more with less. The challenge for me would be to put together an aggressive plan to address the many different unsafe conditions on the field then get the permission to use the limited funds that we have to do the needed applications and overseedings.

When I came to Norwood in August 2008 the fields had several large bare areas, mostly in the centers and goal areas. They were covered with a mixture of Tifway bermuda, perennial ryegrass, crabgrass, goose grass, nutsedge and poa annua. Because of the variety of grasses that were growing, it was causing differences in the color of the fields. There was always some grasses transitioning in and some out which brought the question of “How can we make it all one color green?” What I found with the existing program was that with the nitrogen applications the bermuda would green up but the unwanted grasses were still staying a few shades lighter. The nutsedge was even a few shades lighter than the poa. It was a constant challenge to keep the unwanted grasses from growing from the nitrogen, while trying to keep the bermudagrass as green as possible.

One challenge that I faced was trying to convince my superiors that we needed to put together an aggressive plan that would include one, and possibly two broad applications of an herbicide and at least one overseeding to address the many issues with the fields. They were completely against the idea at first because of the timing for an application of Revolver. It would take place around the same time as commencement for the school, and shortly before the start of summer camp; which host several sports related activities.

I was able to coordinate a meeting with them to show that these various grasses were the cause of the different colors on the field. But, more importantly, I was able to show that these various grasses were causing an uneven surface that caused bad ball bounces. There was the possibility of injuries from running across the different clumpy areas.

I knew we had to control the ryegrass, which was growing year around, to reduce the competition with the bermuda. I also had to control the Poa that was constantly germinating from early spring through the summer into the fall. I also saw it as my one chance to change their thoughts about what was really important, safety! I had to set the realistic expectation that there would be some browning that would take place on the fields as the unwanted grasses died off from the application of Revolver, but that if timed right it could be done right before the summer green up of the bermuda.

We also put in the plan to overseed any bare areas with Riviera bermuda that raised another concern that it would not blend with
the existing bermuda. After researching test results from NTEP and talking with Tim Moore at Newsom Seed, I was able to provide enough reassurance to the group that it would improve the density and with subsequent overseedings become the dominant variety.

Once I had eased some of their concerns and was given the green light to do the needed applications, I scheduled a broad application of Revolver to address the Poa and to eliminate the ryegrass. This was a challenge because we had to be mindful to schedule any applications when the fields were not be used. On a typical day we would have PE classes on them starting at 9 am that would go until lunchtime. Then comes recess. After recess, PE returns until the end of the day when the fields are then used for athletics for either games or practices. As soon as athletics are finished they are then used by several teams in the community for practice. So finding time for any applications had to be planned as far in advance as we could, and had to be timed to allow the longest period of dry time before anyone entered the fields.

We had to give the chemical a chance of getting into the plant before the possibility of foot traffic disturbing the application. Because of the heavy use this was not going to be an option during the school year so it had to be scheduled for the day after school ended, which gave us a big enough window before anyone started to use the fields again for the summer programs.

Using a 250-gallon spray tank we mixed the Revolver at 1 ounce per gallon of water, which was the higher of the two recommended rates. Because the grasses we were targeting and the stage at which they were in we thought this would get us better control. We noticed almost right away that the first grass to be affected was the Poa. The seed heads curled and start to brown out. Within the next few days we noticed the ryegrass starting to curl. Within 2 weeks we were pleased with the results of the application as most of the grasses had browned out and had no signs of new growth.
Making do

Because of limited equipment availability there were a few small areas that we missed so we had to go back and spot treat these areas with a backpack sprayer. We proceeded with the plan to aerate and overseed with the Riviera bermuda. We applied at a rate of 2 lbs per 1000 sq ft which gave us the 1 lb of pure live seed needed to get a good amount of germination. With the weekly mowing still taking place and the applications of nitrogen every 2 weeks we started to see a fair amount of germination. As many know we did not have a great year in the transition zone for establishing and growing bermuda whether it was in overseedings or sprigging. We experienced lower than normal temperatures and higher than normal amounts of rainfall.

Although we were hosting several soccer camps on the fields we did see a fair amount of germination of the Riviera in the goal areas and down the centers of the fields. The coaches were very helpful in rotating their play to different areas of the fields to give each area as much of a break as possible. As we got close to the end of August I had to schedule an application of an herbicide to treat the rest of the goosegrasses, crabgrass, and nutsedge that was still hanging around. We went with an application of MSMA at a rate of 1 ounce per gallon that wiped out any of the remaining weeds and any of the newer weeds that started to germinate.

We started to gear up and look forward to the start of school and the fall athletic season. With all the work that we had done over the summer I had to make sure that we would be able to continue with the program I had put in place while not disrupting play on the fields. This would include another application of MSMA to eliminate any leftover unwanted grasses or weeds and prepare the fields for the fall overseeding of perennial rye. In the past the fields had received only one aeration and overseeding in
the fall on the entire field. That would have to be changed to include not only more aerations of the entire field but weekly aerations of the goal areas and center of the fields. I would double the overseedings with the ryegrass and do weekly overseedings of the goals and center of the fields to continue to replenish what was lost each week from all the foot traffic.

I set up another meeting to discuss the benefits of the addition seedings versus cost. By reinforcing the idea of a safe playing surface I was able to show that by adding the additional overseeding we would continue to provide an even playing surface. It was a tougher sell to my superiors than I had initially thought because at the time we were looking out over full lush and dark green bermuda fields and trying to make them see 2 months into the future when fall sports are in full swing. I had the idea of pulling out some old photos of the fields from the previous year and was able to show how unsafe they were. A picture is worth a thousand words (or a couple thousand bucks), and it got me the approval for the additional funds needed for the fall program.

**Fitting it in**

With the fall athletic season now in full swing we knew we would have to take the first opportunity that came along with a break in the schedule to get the aeration and overseeding done. This chance came in the first part of September when the school had a long weekend planned. This would give the seed at least 5 days to get in the soil and start to germinate. Even though there was a game scheduled for Thursday we saw this as a great opportunity to do the aeration and overseeding and have the players help by pushing the seed into the soil as they ran over the fields.

We started first thing in the morning by aerating the fields in four different directions then overseeded the fields with Brightstar II perennial ryegrass at a rate of 10 lbs per 1000 square feet. As soon as this was finished we dragged the fields with a 3/8 inch by 1 inch by 1 inch galvanized steel mesh drag mat. We knew that we would not be able to get all cores off the field in time for the games so we did our usual game day preparations by cutting the fields with our ReelMaster 2000 in two directions and added a light application of water to help soften the upper layer of soil just enough to get the seed pushed in.

By the end of the break we had a good amount of germination from the seed but I started to see what could possibly be some Poa germinating in a few areas of the field. As I thought about the options that I had I really did not like the idea of doing another herbicide treatment especially with having just done the overseeding of the ryegrass so we decided on an application of T-NEX plant growth regulator at .5 fluid ounces per gallon. The T-Nex (trinaxepic-ethyl) had many more benefits than I had originally thought. Since growth regulators...
reduce the amount of top growth which will produce a stronger healthier turf we were able to promote the ryegrass into a healthier stand of grass, prevent the Poa, not from growing, but from going to seed. We could keep it from spreading. It also gave us a break on the amount of time we needed to mow allowing us a chance to catch up on some much needed detail work on the rest of the 45 acres campus.

Since doing the application of T-NEX we have only had to mow the turf two times per month which has been we a huge reduction in labor time spent on the fields. We also liked the application of T-NEX because by preventing the Poa from seeding we are hoping for a reduction in the needed for an herbicide treatment in the future saving the school hundreds of dollars in labor and material cost. As the season progressed we planned to run the aerator in the goal areas and center of the fields to keep the soil compaction to a minimum and we also replenished the perennial ryegrass by put down two bags down the centers and in the goal areas. While this helped to continue the establishment of the rye in heavily used area what we found was that it also built up a seed bank so once the season ended we save an explosion of new growth in these areas.

The final step in the program was to put the fields to bed and cover them with turf blankets. Because I knew that the funds were not there for enough turf blankets to cover the entire fields I needed to at least purchase enough to cover the goals to show the benefits with the hope that we can secure the funds in next year’s budget.

Jason Kopp, CSFM is head groundskeeper at the Norwood School, Bethesda, MD.

Finding time for applications had to be looked at as far in advance as we could and had to be timed to allow the longest period of dry time before anyone entered the fields.